1. Approval of minutes and agenda.

2. Discuss Healthy Harvest.

3. 9:15 A.M. Dave Randall and Kevin Williams to discuss stone work and wooden steps.

4. Approve County claims.

5. Consider Treasurer’s Semi-Annual Report.

6. Discuss credit card for Eric Guth.

7. Open Forum

8. Mark Johnson and Doug Reisetter will discuss secondary road matters.

9. Consider for approval the FY 2013 contract with the North Iowa Safety Coalition (NoRISC).

10. Consider for approval the shoulder construction contracts with Peterson Contractors for Projects LFM-(R34)—7X95 & LFM-(R60)—7X95.

11. Trustees of DD 25 Lat 1 to discuss project.

12. 10:00 A.M. Doug Tonnemacher (Pictometry)

13. 1:00 P.M. Policy/Handbook Committee to meet.

Karla Niederkofler
Winnebago County Auditor